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This paper presents state of the art simulation techniques to analyse and evaluate mechanical systems with fluid 

film coupling. The algorithms are implemented in a stable and user-friendly software, which considers the 

hydrodynamic pressure build-up in the lubricated gaps as well as states of mixed lubrication when surface 

roughness gets into contact. Under high loads, the consideration of the interaction of the local elastic surface 

deformations and the pressure build-up is absolutely necessary. The analysis of the calculated tribological 

parameters like gaps, pressures, friction power losses and mixed lubrication areas help to optimize the design of 

the bearings and their elastic surroundings. The capability of elastohydrodynamic simulation is shown exemplarily 

on the tribological contacts of one of Delphi’s high-pressure fuel pumps. 
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1 Introduction 

Transient simulation techniques are increasingly used for the reduction of time- and cost intensive test rig and field 

studies and to obtain reliable information about the system behaviour in an early stage of development. For pump 

systems, the focus lies on multi-body dynamic simulations of tribologically coupled components like plunger, 

roller shoe, camshaft, distributor ring as well as circular slider and spherical joints. Fuel or oil lubricated, these 

tribological systems are characterized by local elastic running surfaces, pressure and temperature dependent 

viscosity and characteristic run-in contours, which are necessary to achieve a bearable load distribution. Beside 

the minimal lubrication gaps and the maximum pressure, the main tribological optimization targets are the 

reduction of friction power loss and mixed lubrication areas.  

The presented simulation software couples the sub-problems hydrodynamics (with mixed lubrication and surface 

roughness effects), structural dynamics (with local inertia effects) and multi body dynamics. The coupling is 

realized in the time domain to include the non-linear spring- and damping characteristics of the lubricant film. The 

simulation software FIRST /1/ was originally developed for the crankshaft to engine block dynamics with main 

bearing. But with the extension to a general multi body system with general bearing definitions, the field of 

application now covers all lubricated contacts in an engine and in addition in pump systems /2/, rotor dynamic 

systems /3/, hydraulic gears /4/ and special bearing constructions like tilting pad bearings or spherical bearings. 

In this paper, the basics of the physical modelling as well as application examples for a Delphi high-pressure fuel 

pump, analysed by IST and APL, are presented. The focus lies on the evaluation parameters of the main camshaft 

bearings, the roller shoe contacts to roller and housing and on the plunger – housing contact. 
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2 Methods of Multi Body Systems with Fluid Film Coupling 

2.1 Overall Simulation Concept 

The simulation of multi body systems with fluid film interactions requires the coupling of the three different tasks 

 Nonlinear multi body dynamics (MBS) 

 Highly nonlinear elastohydrodynamics and mixed lubrication (EHD) 

 Linear structural dynamics 

with a stable, step size controlled integration scheme.  

Figure 1 shows the basic workflow of the MBS/EHD simulation algorithm. In a first step, Newton’s equation of 

motion is solved with the current local and global forces acting on the elastic structures. The resulting local and 

global accelerations are integrated to velocities and positions (deformations) of the next time step. With these 

integration values, the lubricated gaps and their time derivatives are determined and together with the 

hydrodynamic boundary conditions Reynold’s equation is solved. The resulting radial and tangential bearing 

forces are then again transferred to the MBS module and placed on the right side of Newton’s equation again.  

 

Figure 1: Overall simulation concept of coupled MBS and EHD simulations 

2.2 Elastohydrodynamics and Mixed Lubrication of Rough Surfaces 

For the calculation of the elastohydrodynamic pressure build-up a special version of Reynolds’s equation is used, 

considering the surface roughness influence on the fluid flow. The idea, based on /5/, is to use so-called flow 

factors which are calculated in a previous step on a representative piece of measured surface roughness and which 

consider the change of fluid flow due to shear or pressure flow between the rough surface pairing at different 

distances (gaps) of the surfaces (s. Figure 2). Further, when the first asperities of the roughness get into contact 

(mixed lubrication), the algorithm also calculates the local contact pressure between the rough surfaces. This 

process is continued by moving the surfaces closer and closer together up to very high contact pressures which 

can be expected in the considered technical application.  

Beside the mentioned flow factor model it is also possible to use a simpler surface contact model based on /6/, 

which only focuses on the surface roughness contact but neglects the effect on the fluid flow. This algorithm is 

suitable if only statistical parameters of the surface roughness are known. Nevertheless, this roughness model also 

lead to reliable results concerning the identification of mixed friction areas in a bearing. 
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The overall friction power loss of a bearing consists of the hydrodynamic friction and the surface roughness 

friction. The latter is based on a Coulomb friction coefficient which is dependent on surface properties like 

temperature, manufactured layers, tribological layers and fluid additives.  

 

Figure 2: Elastohydrodynamics and mixed lubrication of rough surfaces 

2.3 Determination of Run-In Contours of Bearing Surfaces 

For the wear simulation, the friction power loss due to surface roughness contact is set in relation to the wear 

process of the bearing shell. Starting with an EHD simulation with new surfaces, the local surface roughness 

contact friction power losses are analysed and transferred into a contour modification. With the new contour, the 

next EHD simulation is started and with the new local surface roughness contact friction power losses the next 

modified contour is determined. This procedure is carried on until the surface contact pressure converges or the 

shape of the contour does not change anymore. 

3 Case Study: High Pressure Fuel Pump 

Fuel lubricated high-pressure pumps like Delphi’s DFP6.1 are subject to high specific loads on their running 

surfaces caused amongst other by high fuel pressure and low fuel viscosity. These conditions make high demands 

on the complexity of the simulation model and the stability and accuracy of the simulation software.  

The following case studies on several tribological pairings show a good overview over the possible field of 

application on elastohydrodynamically coupled multi body systems and the range of tribological evaluation 

parameters. Concerning the optimization of hydrodynamic carrying, reduction of wear and friction power loss, the 

following aspects are considered: 

 Influence of component design (stiffness) 

 Contour optimization of running surfaces by manufacturing or run-in processes 

 Influence of bearing parameters like clearance, surface roughness and lubrication fluid 

The simulation, analysis and evaluation were carried out by IST and APL, using IST’s multi body simulation 

software FIRST.  
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3.1 Overall System 

The multi body system of the DFP6.1 high-pressure pump consists of the elastic components camshaft, roller shoe, 

plunger and housing. Besides the finite element stiffness matrix, the mass and damping matrices are considered, 

so that structural vibrations are included into the model. The roller is modelled as a rigid body as its deformation 

is small in comparison to the roller shoe. The forces applied in the system are the dynamic belt forces on the 

camshaft and the dynamic fuel pressure acting on the plunger. Both forces come from measurements at several 

operation points. Corresponding to the operation point, the camshaft is driven at a constant speed. Structural 

boundary conditions are the Young’s modulus, the density and the Poisson ratio of the materials of each elastic 

component. 

The multi body components of the pump are coupled by the fluid films in the tribological pairings (s. Figure 3): 

 Camshaft to housing 

 Roller to roller shoe 

 Roller shoe to housing and  

 Plunger to housing 

The calculation of the hydrodynamic pressure build-up is done by solution of Reynolds equation via Finite Element 

Method (FEM). In case of roughness contact of the running surfaces, the hydrodynamic pressure and friction is 

superposed by the roughness contact pressure and the Coulomb solid body friction.  

The boundary conditions for the fluid film calculations are clearance, viscosity, surface roughness and the pressure 

at the bearing edges. The contact between camshaft and roller is modelled as an ideal line contact moving with the 

contact point depending of the cam contour and the roller diameter.  

 

Figure 3: Overall model and tribological contact pairings of DFP6.1 high-pressure pump 

In the following, calculation results for each of the tribological pairing are shown exemplarily to give an overview 

of the analysis potential of the used simulation tool. 

3.2 Plunger-Housing Contact 

The contact between plunger and housing is primarily not of interest because of high loads but because of the 

leakage flow into the cam chamber and the drop of the pressure from the compression chamber to the cam chamber 

(s. Figure 4). These two factors are strongly influenced by the deformation of plunger and housing.  
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Figure 4: Plunger pressure and leakage flow 

3.3 Roller Shoe-Housing Contact 

The tribological contact between roller shoe and housing has a linear slider-like geometry, characterized by a high 

clearance and tilting moments due to plunger and roller forces. In consequence, the tribological contact area is not 

evenly distributed over the sliding surface but is mostly located at the bottom of the roller shoe sliding surface (s. 

Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Pressure build-up between roller shoe and housing 

 

Figure 6: Friction power loss at different operation points 

The different operation points of the pump lead to different speeds and loads on the roller shoe which again lead 

to different friction power losses at the thrust side of the roller shoe (s.Figure 6). The friction power loss vs. shaft 
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angle for the different operation points shows short high peaks at 10, 100, 190 and 280 deg. where the shoe changes 

the side of contact in the housing. These peaks are caused by the squeeze effect. In the phase between 10 and 90 

deg. as well as between 190 and 270 deg. the friction power loss is dominated by the roller shoe stroke speed. 

3.4 Roller-Roller Shoe-Contact 

The tribological contact between roller and roller shoe has a cylindrical geometry, characterized by the high speed 

of the roller and the large plunger force (Figure 7). These forces lead to significant deformations of the roller shoe 

in the contact surface to the roller.  

 

 

Figure 7: Pressure build-up between roller and roller shoe 

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the pressure distribution between roller and roller shoe for a rigid and an elastic 

roller shoe. The elastic deformation influences dramatically the distribution and the magnitude of the pressure as 

well as the friction power loss. 

 

Figure 8: Pressure and friction power loss in the roller shoe bearing, elastic - rigid 

The effect of a change of the lubrication medium from fuel to oil is shown in Figure 9. As oil has a higher viscosity, 

the maximum pressure is smaller with oil lubrication. On the other hand, the friction power loss is higher with oil 

lubrication. Both effects only occur if the surfaces are completely separated. In the case of mixed lubrication in 

the fuel lubricated system, the mixed friction coefficient will quickly exceed the oil friction values. 
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Figure 9: Pressure and friction power loss in the roller shoe bearing, fuel – oil lubrication 

During the run-in process, the characteristic of the surface roughness changes. To evaluate the effect of surface 

roughness on mixed lubrication and friction power loss, Figure 10 shows the comparison of roller shoe with new, 

unworn roughness and a roller shoe with worn roughness. The roughness parameters of both surfaces come from 

measurements.  

 

Figure 10: Hydrodynamic pressure and surface contact pressure of new and worn surfaces 

With the smoother, worn surface, the hydrodynamic pressure build-up is higher and the roughness contact pressure 

is lower (almost zero). The reason is that with smoother roughness the first roughness contact occurs at smaller 

gaps and in consequence the fluid can build-up higher pressure and carry more load and then the roughness carries 

almost no load. 

Simulation capabilities of multi body systems with tribological coupling can also be used to show the optimization 

potential of the design of a roller shoe. Figure 11 shows exemplarily the effect of two different shoe designs on 

the pressure build-up in the roller bearing. 
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Figure 11: Pressure distribution and maximum pressure of two roller shoe designs 

Design A and B see the same resulting load on the roller shoe but design B leads to a better pressure distribution 

in the roller shoe. Also the dynamic maximum pressure peak is reduced with design B. 

3.5 Camshaft-Housing Contact 

The pressure build-up in the main bearings of a high pressure pump is characterized by the compression force 

acting on the cam and the belt forces acting on one shaft end (s. Figure 12). The cam forces lead to a more even 

load distribution on the width of each camshaft bearing, whereas the belt force acting alone, causes a strong tilting 

and thus an edge carrying in both bearings. 

 

Figure 12: Pressure build-up between camshaft and housing 

The loads cause a bending and tilt of the camshaft and a complex deformation of the housing and the bearing 

shells. A comparison of a simulation with rigid and with elastic housing and camshaft is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Gap distribution and maximum pressure, rigid - elastic 

The tilting moment of the shaft due to the belt forces (between 90 and 180 deg. as well as between 270 and 360 

deg.) lead with rigid and with elastic structures to an edge carrying at the outer edge of the considered bearing. 

When the cam forces are dominant (between 0 and 90 deg. as well as between 180 and 270 deg.), the loading of 

the rigid shaft leads to an almost constant gap in the bearing, whereas the elastic shaft shows an edge carrying at 

the inner edge of the bearing. This effect is due to the bending of the shaft. Moreover, the maximum values of 

pressure and friction power loss are significantly higher in the rigid case. 

The variation of the clearance of a bearing influences the minimum gap, the maximum pressure and the friction 

power loss in a significant way. Generally, starting with a large clearance, the reduction of clearance lead to bigger 

minimum gap, smaller maximum pressures and lower friction power loss (s. Figure 14). Of course, there is an 

optimum clearance and when the clearance falls under this value, the tribological parameters get worse again. In 

addition, the oil flow through the bearing is strongly  influenced by the clearance and often the clearance with the 

maximum minimal gap shows too small oil flows and thus the bearing gets hot. So this parameter also has to be 

considered in the optimization process. 

 

Figure 14: Gap distribution and maximum pressure at different clearances 
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One of the most important effects in high loaded hydrodynamic bearings is the run-in process of the bearing layer 

material. As described in chapter 2.3, the run-in process in the bearings can be simulated by analyzing the local 

friction power input into the surface and calculating a contour relief. This simulation process is continued until a 

stable bearing contour is reached. Figure 15 shows qualitatively the simulated wear contour of the two camshaft 

bearings resulting from the acting belt and cam forces. The change of the running surface contour leads to a more 

even gap distribution with higher minimal gaps (for bearing A, see exemplary Figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 15: Wear contour of the two camshaft bearings 

 

 

Figure 16: Gap distribution and minimal gap vs shaft angle for bearing A 

In consequence, the edge carrying of bearing A due to the belt forces completely vanishes and the minimum gaps 

rise up to the mixed lubrication boundary so that almost no mixed lubrication occurs any more. Thus, almost all 

load is carried by the fuel film (s. Figure 17). 
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Figure 17: Pressure distribution, hydrodynamic and contact pressure ratio for new and worn surfaces 

The positive effect of the run-in process continues in the resulting friction power loss. The mean value of friction 

power loss is reduced to 1/3 of the value of the new surface (s. Figure 18).  

 

Figure 18: Friction power loss of new and worn bearing surfaces 

4 Summary and Conclusion 

The presented simulation software couples multi body system techniques (MBS), with elastohydrodynamic fluid 

film and mixed lubrication reactions (EHD) and elastic structural dynamics. Complex systems with several elastic 

bodies and fluid films can be simulated with stable algorithms in workable calculation time. Using coupled 

MBS/EHD simulation techniques, it is possible to analyse the tribological behaviour of hydrodynamic bearings 

and sliding surfaces considering states of mixed lubrication and the interaction with the structural dynamics of the 

elastic components. The simulations were carried out by IST and APL on a Delphi high-pressure pump with 

different designs and boundary conditions or operating points to evaluate the optimization potential of the current 

design by comparing e.g. minimum gaps, maximum pressure, friction power losses and fluid flows. The calculation 

of a run-in contour of the sliding surface on basis of the surface roughness friction power loss shows a different 

behaviour of the worn contour in comparison to the new contour and helps understanding the measured data of the 

real system.  
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